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Remember that monster on the wing of the airplane? William Shatner saw it on The Twilight Zone, John Lithgow saw it in the
movie-even Bart Simpson saw it. "Nightmare at 20,000 Feet" is just one of many classic horror stories by Richard Matheson that
have insinuated themselves into our collective imagination. Here are more than twenty of Matheson's most memorable tales of
fear and paranoia, including: "Duel," the nail-biting tale of man versus machines that inspired Steven Spielberg's first film; "Prey,"
in which a terrified woman is stalked by a malevolent Tiki doll, as chillingly captured in yet another legendary TV moment; "Blood
Son," a disturbing portrait of a strange little boy who dreams of being a vampire; "Dress of White Silk," a seductively sinister tale of
evil and innocence. Personally selected by Richard Matheson, the bestselling author of I Am Legend and What Dreams May
Come, these and many other stories, more than demonstrate why he is rightfully regarded as one of the finest and most influential
horror writers of our generation. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
"Heavily illustrated biography of singer-songwriter Neil Young spanning 1945 to 2012 and covering all of his musical endeavors,
including the Squires, Buffalo Springfield, Crazy Horse, CSNY, solo work, and more"--Provided by publisher.
This is the diary 19-year-old Sarah Shaw kept in 1971 while she was working in her first job as a BBC secretary in the old
Langham building in London. It describes her life in the office, at home and at a hostel in Victoria, growing up at a time when
1960s permissiveness challenged 1950s values. But most of all, it's the story of an extraordinary romance between Sarah and an
engaging Irishman much older than herself. ""I defy any reader, male or female, not to fall in love with this book. There's a wealth
of of observation and detail that will have you either exclaiming in recognition (if this is your period) or gobsmacked (if it's not). But
it's the May/September romance that is the delightful heart of this book, and which Sarah Shaw renders with enormous tenderness
and humour. It's a rare writer who can convey both innocence and knowingness without spoiling either. What a find!"" (Sarah
Harrison http: //www.sarah-harrison.net/) Reviews, extracts etc at http: //1971secretsecretarybbc.blogspot.co.uk/
Master storyteller P.W. Catanese begins the Books of Umber trilogy with Happenstance Found—now available in paperback—when
twelve-yearold Happenstance awakens in a cave with no memory of who he is or how he came to be there. Lord Umber and his
companions rescue Hap, and the group sets out on dangerous and unusual missions that continue in Dragon Games. Hap’s and
Umber’s journeys take them to the corrupt kingdom of Sarnica, where Umber’s nemesis has acquired some dragon eggs. Umber
wants to study a new magical species, but what starts as a quest for knowledge turns into a dangerous rescue operation. The deft
plotting of these actionpacked, heart-stopping adventures will pique the imagination and leave readers anxious for the final
installment.
When Olivia Dougherty is trapped with a badly injured Bronson, she doesn't expect to fall in love with the handsome man who
fights her every step of the way. Bronson Cole knows better than to allow the beautiful physician near his heart, especially since
she's set to marry another. But when they are imprisoned in a cabin during a heavy snowstorm, the strength of resolve melts faster
than the snow.
This manual provides technical and planning guidance for drinking water utilities that currently operate, are developing, or are
considering desalination facilities.
Exiles: Living Missionally in a Post-Christian Culture presents a biblical, Christian worldview for the emergent church--people who
are not at home in the traditional church or in the secular world. As exiles of both, they must create their own worldview that
integrates their Christian beliefs with the contemporary world. Exiles seeks to integrate all aspects of life and decision-making and
to develop the characteristics of a Christian life lived intentionally within emerging (postmodern) culture. It presents a plea for a
dynamic, life-affirming, robust Christian faith that can be lived successfully in the post-Christian world of twenty-first century
Western society. This book will present a Christian lifestyle that can be lived in non-religious categories and be attractive to not-yet
Christians. Such a worldview takes ecology and politics seriously. It offers a positive response to the workplace, the arts, feminism,
mystery and worship. Exiles seeks to develop a framework that will allow Christians to live boldly and courageously in a world that
no longer values the culture of the church, but does greatly value many of the things the Bible speaks positively about. This book
suggests that there us more to being a Christian than meets the eye. It explores the secret, unseen nooks and crannies in the life
of a Christian and suggests that faith is about more than church attendance and belief in God. Written in a conversational, easy-toread style, Exiles is aimed at church leaders, pastors and laypersons and seeks to address complex issues in a simple manner. It
includes helpful photographs and diagrams.
Provides a documented portrait of the well-known author.
Inspired by one of the world’s greatest novels, Ohio artist Matt Kish set out on an epic voyage of his own one day in August 2009.
More than one hundred and fifty years following the original publication of Moby-Dick, Kish began illustrating Herman Melville’s
classic, creating an image a day over the next eighteen months based on text selected from every page of the 552-page Signet
Classics paperback edition. Completely self-taught, Kish refused to set any boundaries for the artwork and employed a
deliberately low-tech approach in response to the increasing popularity of born-digital art and literature. He used found pages torn
from old, discarded books, as well as a variety of mediums, including ballpoint pen, marker, paint, crayon, ink, and watercolor. By
layering images on top of existing words and images, Kish has crafted a visual masterpiece that echoes the layers of meaning in
Melville’s narrative.
Known as the Blue Book this fourth edition continues with the endorsement from the Association of Cost Engineers. The guide is
designed to be an aid for student engineers in the design activities undertaken during their course and help young engineers in
industry to compile their own set of cost data. With much of the material in the third edition retained, the major changes are: new
cost data; up-dated cost index information (which has been donated by industrialists); and short-cut estimating techniques updated.
Dreaming of Sheep in Navajo Country offers a fresh interpretation of the history of Navajo (Din) pastoralism. The dramatic
reduction of livestock on the Navajo Reservation in the 1930s -- when hundreds of thousands of sheep, goats, and horses were
killed -- was an ambitious attempt by the federal government to eliminate overgrazing on an arid landscape and to better the lives
of the people who lived there. Instead, the policy was a disaster, resulting in the loss of livelihood for Navajos -- especially women,
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the primary owners and tenders of the animals -- without significant improvement of the grazing lands. Livestock on the reservation
increased exponentially after the late 1860s as more and more people and animals, hemmed in on all sides by Anglo and Hispanic
ranchers, tried to feed themselves on an increasingly barren landscape. At the beginning of the twentieth century, grazing lands
were showing signs of distress. As soil conditions worsened, weeds unpalatable for livestock pushed out nutritious native grasses,
until by the 1930s federal officials believed conditions had reached a critical point. Well-intentioned New Dealers made serious
errors in anticipating the human and environmental consequences of removing or killing tens of thousands of animals.
Environmental historian Marsha Weisiger examines the factors that led to the poor condition of the range and explains how the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Navajos, and climate change contributed to it. Using archival sources and oral accounts, she
describes the importance of land and stock animals in Navajo culture. By positioning women at the center of the story, she
demonstrates the place they hold as significant actors in Native American and environmental history. Dreaming of Sheep in
Navajo Country is a compelling and important story that looks at the people and conditions that contributed to a botched policy
whose legacy is still felt by the Navajos and their lands today.
For over a hundred years the Japanese have looked to the West for ideas, institutions and technology that would help them
achieve their goal of 'national wealth and strength'. In this book a distinguished historian of Japan discusses Japan's 'cultural
borrowing' from America and Europe. W. G. Beasley focuses on the mid-nineteenth century, when Japan's rulers dispatched
diplomatic missions to the West to discover what Japan needed to learn, sent students abroad to assimilate information and
invited foreign experts to Japan to help put the knowledge to practical use. Beasley examines the origins of the decision to initiate
direct study of the West at a time when western countries counted as 'barbarian' by Confucian standards. Drawing on many
colourful letters, diaries, memoirs and reports, he describes the missions sent overseas in 1860 and 1862, in 1865-1867 and in the
years after 1868, in particular the prestigious embassy led by Iwakura in 1871-1873. The book also tells the story of the several
hundred students who went overseas in this period. It concludes by assessing the impact of the encounters on the subsequent
development of Japan, first by examining the later careers of the travellers and the influence they exercised (they included no
fewer than six prime ministers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries), and then by considering the nature of the ideas
they brought home.
This magical story explores what could happen when one woman's not-so-secret celebrity crush walks right into real life and
changes everything.
Gaining public attention due, in part, to their potential application as energy storage devices in cars, Lithium-ion batteries have
encountered widespread demand, however, the understanding of lithium-ion technology has often lagged behind production. This
book defines the most commonly encountered challenges from the perspective of a high-end lithium-ion manufacturer with two
decades of experience with lithium-ion batteries and over six decades of experience with batteries of other chemistries. Authors
with years of experience in the applied science and engineering of lithium-ion batteries gather to share their view on where lithiumion technology stands now, what are the main challenges, and their possible solutions. The book contains real-life examples of
how a subtle change in cell components can have a considerable effect on cell’s performance. Examples are supported with
approachable basic science commentaries. Providing a unique combination of practical know-how with an in-depth perspective,
this book will appeal to graduate students, young faculty members, or others interested in the current research and development
trends in lithium-ion technology.
McLean explores Hayworth's participation in the creation of her star persona, particularly through her work as a dancer-a subject
ignored by most film scholars.
From the bestselling, award-winning author-illustrator team of Doreen Cronin and Kevin Cornell comes the first book in a heavily
illustrated, hilarious chapter book series about the adventures of a dog detective. Perfect for fans of Sara Pennypacker's
Clementine series and Jarrett J. Krosoczka's Lunch Lady series. J.J. Tully is a former search-and-rescue dog who is trying to
enjoy his retirement after years of performing daring missions saving lives. So he's not terribly impressed when two chicks named
Dirt and Sugar (who look like popcorn on legs) and their chicken mom show up demanding his help to find their missing siblings.
Driven by the promise of a cheeseburger, J.J. begins to track down clues. Is Vince the Funnel hiding something? Are there dark
forces at work—or is J.J. not smelling the evidence that's right in front of him?

Todd McGowan studies Lynch's talent for blending the bizarre and the normal to emphasise the odd nature of normality
itself. In Lynch's movies, fantasy becomes a means through which the viewer is encouraged to build a revolutionary
relationship with the world.
This book integrates theory with practice by presenting a real life scenario in each chapter to illustrate insights and skills
needed by leaders in education in an increasingly diverse society. It draws on literature and examples from both the UK
and international sources, taking a stance on equity and offering a fresh look at what it means to be a leader in education
today. The book will be of interest to both practitioners and students of educational leadership and management with an
interest in values of social justice and equity. Special features of the book are: It brings together theory and practice on
aspects of educational leadership and management;Each chapter includes an illustrative scenario drawn from real life
situations;It encourages reflection;Leadership is generally understood to be distributed;An ethical stance is promoted
based on values of social justice and equity;There is a focus on cultural diversity;The authors draw on their own
research.
Neonatal nurse Cassie Jordan always wanted a baby of her own, but after two heartbreaking miscarriages she's
convinced she'll never have a family. Until a tiny newborn is abandoned at the hospital, in need of a new mum! Also
working on baby Emma's case is handsome widower Dr. Ryan Murphy, whose penetrating blue eyes make Cassie's
heart skit a beat. Dating might be off the cards for now but, united in their love for Emma, will Ryan and Cassie end up
falling for each other, too?
Reproduction of the original: A Rebellion in Dixie by Harry Castlemon
Maggie Quinn, girl reporter. Honors student, newspaper staffer, yearbook photographer. Six weeks from graduation and
all she wants to do is get out of Avalon High in one piece. A sensible nerd would have kept her head down, done her
drive-by photo shoot of the prom, and continued the countdown to Deploma Day. But fate seems to have different plans
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for Maggie. High school may be a natural breeding ground for evil, but the scent of fire and brimstone is still a little out of
the ordinary. It's the distinct smell of sulfur that makes Maggie suspect that something's a bit off. And when real Twilight
Zone stuff starts happening to the school's ruling clique—the athletic elite and the head cheerleader and her minions, all of
whom happen to be named Jessica—Maggie realizes it's up to her to get in touch with her inner Nancy Drew and ferret
out who unleashed the ancient evil before all hell breaks loose. Maggie has always suspected that prom is the work of
the devil, but it looks like her attendance will be mandatory. Sometimes a girl's got to do some pretty undesirable things if
she wants to save her town from soul-crushing demons from hell. And the cheerleading squad. "Dripping with wit on
nearly every page."-School Library Journal "Smart (and smart-ass)."-KLIATT "There is a lot to like in this story that takes
on magic, romance, and even clique politics."-Publisher's Weekly "Fans of shows like Charmed and Buffy the Vampire
Slayer will relish the unflappable, edgy humor Maggie brings to her fight against supernatural evil."-The Horn Book
Magazine "Sharp, sarcastic wit...[This book] will appeal to supernatural fans of Meg Cabot's Mediator series."-VOYA
Featuring three novellas set in the Roaring Twenties, this collection of sensual romance stories describes a cheating
flapper, a silent film star who likes the sordid side of the business and a seemingly innocent society girl with shocking
secrets. Original. 25,000 first printing.
Unmasks the tough, street-smart persona of Charles Bukowski—America's "Ultimate Outsider" Amazing letters filled with
passionate, literary, and personal observation Insights into the author of Tales of Ordinary Madness, Notes of a Dirty Old
Man, and Run with the Hunted Insights into Sheri Martinelli: the protege of Anais Nin, an accomplished painter, and the
mistress of Ezra Pound Charels Bukowski's persona as the Dirty Old Man of American Literature is just that: a persona, a
mask beneath which there was a man better read and more cultured than most people realize. Sheri Martinelli was one
of the favored few for whom Bukowski dropped the mask and engaged in serious discussion of literature and art, and for
that reason the discovery and publication of his letters to her give us a more complete picture of this complicated man.
Like her mother, Georgia McCoy is an artist, but her dad looks away whenever he sees her with a sketchbook.
Sometimes it’s hard to remember what it was like when her mother was still alive . . . when they were a family . . . when
they were happy. But then a few days after her 13th birthday, Georgia receives an unexpected gift–a strange, formal
letter, all typed up and signed anonymous–granting her free admission to the Brandywine River Museum for a whole
year. And things begin to change. An accessible novel in poems, Pieces of Georgia offers an endearing protagonist–an
aspiring artist, a grieving daughter, a struggling student, a genuine friend–and the poignant story of a broken family
coming together.
The research and its outcomes presented in this collection focus on various aspects of high-performance computing (HPC) software and its
development which is confronted with various challenges as today's supercomputer technology heads towards exascale computing. The
individual chapters address one or more of the research directions (1) computational algorithms, (2) system software, (3) application
software, (4) data management and exploration, (5) programming, and (6) software tools. The collection thereby highlights pioneering
research findings as well as innovative concepts in exascale software development that have been conducted under the umbrella of the
priority programme "Software for Exascale Computing" (SPPEXA) of the German Research Foundation (DFG) and that have been presented
at the SPPEXA Symposium, Jan 25-27 2016, in Munich. The book has an interdisciplinary appeal: scholars from computational sub-fields in
computer science, mathematics, physics, or engineering will find it of particular interest.
In The Assassin's Accomplice, historian Kate Clifford Larson tells the gripping story of Mary Surratt, a little-known participant in the plot to kill
Abraham Lincoln, and the first woman ever to be executed by the federal government of the United States. Surratt, a Confederate
sympathizer, ran the boarding house in Washington where the conspirators-including her rebel son, John Surratt-met to plan the
assassination. When a military tribunal convicted her for her crimes and sentenced her to death, five of the nine commissioners petitioned
President Andrew Johnson to show mercy on Surratt because of her sex and age. Unmoved, Johnson refused-Surratt, he said, "kept the nest
that hatched the egg." Set against the backdrop of the Civil War, The Assassin's Accomplice tells the intricate story of the Lincoln conspiracy
through the eyes of its only female participant. Based on long-lost interviews, confessions, and court testimony, the text explores how Mary's
actions defied nineteenth-century norms of femininity, piety, and motherhood, leaving her vulnerable to deadly punishment historically
reserved for men. A riveting narrative account of sex, espionage, and murder cloaked in the enchantments of Southern womanhood, The
Assassin's Accomplice offers a fresh perspective on America's most famous murder.
The resurgent economic and geopolitical importance of Africa is evidenced by the growing investment by China, India, the United States,
Brazil, and other countries in the continent's various natural resources sectors, such as oil, biofuels, forestry, fisheries, and minerals. This
book provides an in-depth analysis of the governance of natural resources in Africa and new insights for readers as they navigate the
burgeoning research on global governance initiatives and regional and national strategies. Moreover, by carefully examining both theoretical
and policy-related debates (and drawing upon public opinion data in countries such as Angola and South Sudan), the book makes important
connections between theory and practice surrounding natural resource sectors. Consequently, it offers scholars, graduate students, policymakers, think tank researchers, and media with a comprehensive and authoritative examination of the current research being conducted on
the governance of natural resources in Africa.
Conducting Empirical Analysis is an ideal way to marry substance with skills, getting students to experience the joy of discovery firsthand.
Through straightforward instruction and guided examples, Clawson and Oxley show students how to conduct web-based data analysis using
UC Berkeley’s Survey Documentation and Analysis (available online for free) to answer questions about party identification or attitude
stability, and to measure racial prejudice and political knowledge. Exercises cover a range of data collection techniques, survey research, and
statistical analyses, ramping up from multiple-choice and open-ended questions to mini-research projects. An instructor’s guide with
solutions is available for adopters.
Learn how to build a full-stack application with Backbone.js by taking advantage of JavaScript modules, workflow automation, and
Backbone’s interface building blocks. With this practical guide, author Patrick Mulder takes experienced backend developers and JavaScript
programmers through the steps necessary to create a fully functional single-page application. Backbone’s rich ecosystem of plugins makes
applications easier to design and scale, but knowing which tools to use for your project can be tricky. How do you combine views and the
data layer with Backbone, or serve and deploy JavaScript assets? You’ll not only learn the answers to these and many other questions;
you’ll also discover Backbone’s vast number of use cases. Get started quickly by using a Backbone.js and Browserify Track state and
organize data with Backbone models and collections Capture events from users by using views and manipulating the DOM Combine
Backbone views with advanced HTML templates Use Backbone to browse remote data sources from an API Authenticate and authorize
client-side interactions Build a backend API with Node.js and Restify Set up workflow automation with Bower, Grunt, Yeoman, and RequireJS
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[Siren Publishing: The Lynn Hagen ManLove Collection: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, shape-shifter, HEA] Guilt is a powerful
emotion. Maris Evans fled home to escape the torturous memories of the accident that killed his younger brother. Maris thinks he doesn't
deserve to be happy since the accident was his fault. His face is hideously scarred, and Maris endures the frightened looks he evokes in
many people as punishment for what he did. What he wasn't prepared to endure was the attention of Kingsley Richards, a man who makes
him wish for things he'll never have. When Maris finds his mate in Bad Habits, he's shocked. The right side of Maris's face is scarred, and he
carries a heavy dose of guilt. To King's dismay, nothing he says convinces Maris that they are fated to be together. But someone is out to get
King, and he must not only watch his back, but convince Maris that he is still a beautiful man, inside and out. ** A Siren Erotic Romance Lynn
Hagen is a Siren-exclusive author.
Athletes’ Careers Across Cultures is the first book of its kind to bring together a truly global spread of leading sports psychology career
researchers and practitioners into one comprehensive resource. This extensive volume traces the evolution of athlete career research
through a cultural lens and maps the complex topography of athletes’ careers across national boundaries exploring how social and cultural
discourses shape their development. The area of athlete career development has traditionally been dominated by a Western perspective, an
imbalance which has had a considerable influence on the shaping of career studies more generally. Stambulova and Ryba adopt a more
culturally sensitive approach, offering a comprehensive analytical review of athlete career research and assistance in 19 different nations.
The authors employ diverse theoretical, methodological and practical ideas to demonstrate how local knowledge enables a better
understanding of the dynamics of cultural diversity within the field. Athletes’ Careers Across Cultures considers the ‘cultural praxis’ of
athletes’ careers as a practical implication of the cultural turn. As such it will stimulate the development of culturally situated career research
and assistance and be an invaluable and internationally relevant resource for academics, professionals and students working in sport and
exercise psychology.
In the decade since the introduction of the first commercial lithium-ion battery research and development on virtually every aspect of the
chemistry and engineering of these systems has proceeded at unprecedented levels. This book is a snapshot of the state-of-the-art and
where the work is going in the near future. The book is intended not only for researchers, but also for engineers and users of lithium-ion
batteries which are found in virtually every type of portable electronic product.
Series 87 Exam Secrets helps you ace the Research Analyst Exam, without weeks and months of endless studying. Our comprehensive
Series 87 Exam Secrets study guide is written by our exam experts, who painstakingly researched every topic and concept that you need to
know to ace your test. Our original research reveals specific weaknesses that you can exploit to increase your exam score more than you've
ever imagined. Series 87 Exam Secrets includes: The 5 Secret Keys to Series 87 Exam Success: Time is Your Greatest Enemy, Guessing is
Not Guesswork, Practice Smarter, Not Harder, Prepare, Don't Procrastinate, Test Yourself; A comprehensive General Strategy review
including: Make Predictions, Answer the Question, Benchmark, Valid Information, Avoid Fact Traps, Milk the Question, The Trap of
Familiarity, Eliminate Answers, Tough Questions, Brainstorm, Read Carefully, Face Value, Prefixes, Hedge Phrases, Switchback Words,
New Information, Time Management, Contextual Clues, Don't Panic, Pace Yourself, Answer Selection, Check Your Work, Beware of Directly
Quoted Answers, Slang, Extreme Statements, Answer Choice Families; A comprehensive Content review including: FINRA Registration
Requirements, Supervisory Analyst, Securities Act Of 1933, 1934 Securities And Exchange Act, 20 Day Cooling-Off Period, Rule 147
Exemption, SEC Rule 135, Underwriting Group, Broker/Dealers, Research Analyst, Regulation FD (Fair Disclosure), SEC Rule 17a-3, NonGAAP Financial Measure, Securities Issuer, Regulation A Exemption, Rule 2720, New Issue, Restricted Person, Investment Banking And
Research, Line Graphs, Price Targets, Communications Recordkeeping Requirements, FINRA Advertising Regulation Department, Variable
Life Insurance, Variable Annuities, Investment Company Rankings, Security Futures, Rule 144 Exemption, Communications Disclosure
Requirements, Collateralized Mortgage Obligation, Institutional Investor, Options Communications, Records And Statistics, Market Letter, and
much more...
What are London's best restaurants for business -- or a date? Which are the biggest bargains? How do today's hot newcomers compare with
the city's revered dining landmarks? You'll find all that information, plus much more, in this first Zagat London Restaurant Survey from the
publishers of America's best-selling restaurant guides. Based on the opinions of over 1,700 everyday restaurant-goers like yourself, rather
than a single critic, the Survey reveals what Londoners really think about their restaurants and includes a wealth of indexes to help you
choose the right venue for any occasion. Book jacket.
FBI agent Cadence Hollow and her partner Kyle McKenzie are stalking a serial killer known as the Night Hunter, but the killer, sensing the
agents' mutual attraction, plans to use their desires to escape capture and kill again.
Need a little encouragement today? Find it in the beautiful truths of God’s Word and the beloved inspirational verse of Helen Steiner Rice.
Heart to Heart—A Daily Devotional offers brief but power-packed readings for every day of the year. Each entry features a carefully-translated
poem from the “poet laureate of inspirational verse,” a scripture from the Nueva Versión Internacional, and a concise, encouraging
devotional thought to tie it all together. When you need a spiritual pick-me-up, turn to Helen Steiner Rice’s Heart to Heart—A Daily Devotional!
¿Necesitas un poco de entusiasmo hoy? Encuéntralo en las hermosas verdades de la Palabra de Dios y los apreciados versos inspiradores
de Helen Steiner Rice. De corazón a corazón: Un devocional diario ofrece lecturas breves pero llenas de poder para cada día del año. Cada
anotación presenta un poema cuidadosamente traducido de la «laureada poetisa de versos inspirativos», un pasaje de la Nueva Versión
Internacional, y un pensamiento devocional conciso y alentador para unirlo todo. Cuando necesites un estímulo espiritual, ¡vuélvete a De
corazón a corazón: Un devocional diario, de Helen Steiner Rice!
This book provides an invaluable resource for school teachers, administrators, board members, policy makers, and citizens who would like to
understand what's behind performance pay, what might work and what will not, and how to build a school improvement effort that includes
teacher compensation as one of its strategies.
Buddy and his family are living a wonderful life on a small ranch in New Mexico until Buddy's father takes ill and the family is forced to sell
and move to Colorado. They settle in the mile high city of Denver so Buddy's father can be close to the military hospital. The family is forced
into poverty when Buddy's father dies and Buddy faces life as a fatherless boy. He grieves for his father and rebels against his mother. He
runs the streets and forms strong relationships with other boys. The share many adventures and grew up together through the great
depression. Buddy finds himself in a leadership role amongst the boys in his neighborhood and draws many together to form a gang. The war
breaks out in Europe and the Pacific and the boys get swept up in the patriotism. They head to the west coast to join the merchant Marines.
Buddy finds that he is too young and lies about his age to get signed up. He finds a job on a Danish merchant ship and sails the pacific. After
leaving ship on the East coast he rejoins his friends and they join the Army Air Force. He is stationed in Hawaii and then is transferred back to
Denver to finish his tour of duty. The story addresses many of the challenges that young boys and girls faced when growing up in that
turbulent time of the Great Depression and War II.
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